Twenty years after they began releasing records as the Indigo Girls, Amy Ray and Emily Saliers have declined to slow down with age. With a legacy of releases and countless U.S. and international tours behind them, the Indigo Girls have forged their own way in the music business. Selling over 14 million records, they are the only duo with top 40 titles on the Billboard 200 in the '80s, '90s, '00s and '10s.

In 2012, Saliers and Ray embarked on a bold new chapter, collaborating with a pair of orchestrators to prepare large-scale arrangements of their songs to perform with symphonies around the country. With this successful project, the duo created a seamless blend of folk, rock, pop and classical that elevated their songs to new heights without scarifying the emotional intimacy and honesty that have defined their music for decades. Now, after more than 50 performances with symphonies across America, the experience has finally been captured in all its grandeur on the band's stunning new album, Indigo Girls Live With The University of Colorado Symphony Orchestra.

The power of unity, both in music and in life, has been an Indigo Girls calling card ever since they burst into the spotlight with their 1989 self-titled breakout album. Since then, the band has racked up a slew of Gold and Platinum records, taken home a coveted Grammy Award, earned the respect of high profile peers, and collaborated with artists ranging from Michael Stipe to Joan Baez. The duo has balanced their long, successful musical career by supporting numerous social causes. Both on and off the stage, Emily Saliers and Amy Ray have secured their spot as one of the most legendary musical acts of this generation. More: indigogirls.com.

Sarah Hicks, the Minnesota Orchestra's principal conductor of Live at Orchestra Hall, has led a broad range of programs since joining the Orchestra as assistant conductor in 2006. During the remainder of the 2018-19 season she will lead the Orchestra in performances with Dessa—to be recorded for a future album on the Doomtree label—Hamilton star Renée Elise Goldsberry and Igudesman & Joo; a Star Trek Into Darkness film music concert; and the Inside the Classics series. Away from Orchestra Hall, she conducts concerts this season with the Antwerp Symphony, Pittsburgh Symphony, Sarasota Orchestra, Toronto Symphony, Dallas Symphony and the Virginia Symphony Orchestra. More: minnesotaoorchestra.org.